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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your company has set a policy that all Oracle Solaris 11
instances must have a backup boot environment created whenever
software packages are added, removed, or updated. The current
boot environment must not be modified. The backup boot
environment must represent the system image before the
procedure and the new boot environment must represent the image
before the procedure. The image properties on your system are
as follows: You are instructed to install the top utility.
Which two will allow the top package to be installed on the
system while adhering to the company policy?
A. pkg set-property be-policy create-backuppkg install top
B. pkg set-property create-backup truepkg install top
C. pkg install --be-name BE2 top
D. pkg property pkg-install=backup-bepkg install top
E. pkg set-property be-policy always-newpkg install top
Answer: C,E
Explanation:
By default, a new BE is automatically created when you perform
one of the following operations:

*(D) Set the be-policy image policy to always-new. Under this
policy, all package operations are performed in a new BE set as
active on the next boot.
*Update particular key system packages such as some drivers and
other kernel components. This can happen when you install,
uninstall, update, change variant, or change facet.
*Often a new BE is created when you execute the pkg update
command to update all packages that have updates available.
*Specify any of the following options: --be-name,
--require-new-be, --backup-be-name, -require-backup-be.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which statement is true?
A. Each collector Manager can run either Javascript or
proprietary Collectors, but only one type at a time. You can
configure this in the Event source Management interface.
B. Each Collector Manager can run only one type of collector javascript or proprietary. You must choose one option when
installing the collector
C. The collector manager can run both javascript and
proprietary Collectors simultaneously. It functions differently
for the different collector types.
D. Each collector manager can run either Javascript or
proprietary Collectors, but only one type at a time. You can
configure this in the configuration xml file.
Answer: A
Explanation:
Note:
*Collector builder: An Integrated Development Environment (IDE)
for building custom Collectors to collect from unique or
proprietary systems
*Proprietary Collectors, written in Novell's own language,
always use variables based on the short tag to refer to event
fields. The short tag name must be prefaced by a letter and
underscore, where the letter indicates the data type for the
field (i_ for integer, s_ for string).
*JavaScript Collectors usually refer to event fields using an
"e." followed by the same user-friendly label set in Event
Configuration in the Sentinel Control Center. For a Sentinel
system with a default configuration, for example, the Initiator
User Name would be referred to as "e.InitUserName" in the
JavaScript Collector.

NEW QUESTION: 3
An administrator is restoring Microsoft SQL database and
transaction logs from multiple backup sets. Which option must
be enabled in the restore job property for successful manual
recovery of the transaction logs?
A. leave the database nonoperational; additional transactional

logs or differential backups can be restored
B. allow recovery of additional transaction logs and
differential backups
C. leave the database nonoperational; additional transaction
log and incremental backups can be restored
D. allow recovery of transaction logs and differential from
multiple backup sets
Answer: A
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